
Hit Points
Hit Points are a blend of health and
fighting spirit. When you take
damage, you deplete your HP.
When your HP reaches 0, you are
Knocked Out. 
Your HP max is calculated from
your character Level and Fortitude
Score: 
+4 HP for every Level. +8 HP for
every point in Fortitude

Injury
When you're hit by a severe attack
or damaged while Knocked Out,
you suffer an Injury that you record
on your character sheet.
Character's have a limit to how
many Injuries they can sustain. If
you sustain a number of injuries
equal to your Injury Limit, you die
A character's Injury Limit starts
at 2 and goes up by +1 for every
point in Fortitude

Advantage Level > 0
Pick highest die from 3d20 roll

Advantage Level < 0 
Pick lowest die from 3d20 roll

Advantage Level = 0 
Pick middle die from 3d20 roll

Actions

Attacking
Using a Complex Skill
Using Gear 

Main Action 
The main activity performed on
a character's turn

Moving
Equipping Gear from a Bag
Using a Basic Skill

Secondary Action 
Action performed in-tandem with the
Main Action

Speaking a Sentence
Dropping or Picking Up Gear
Passing Gear to a Character

Quick Action
An action done in a split second, can be
performed multiple times if logical to do so 

Every character can perform up to one of each of these actions on their turn

Stats
Characters add their Stat Scores onto the rolls they make.
Characters start with 4 points at Level 1 to distribute
amongst Stats how they wish (with the exception they can't
put all 4 into one Stat)
Might - Physical strength and exertion of power
Agility - Reflexes, speed, and deftness
Fortitude - Physical constitution, endurance, and resistance
Expertise - Mental capacity, intelligence, and logical thinking
Will - Sensory strength, spiritual and magical attunement 
Charm - Natural charisma, wit, and attractiveness 

Level
A character's overall strength and level of experience is represented by
their Level. As characters go on adventures, they gain more experience
and gain more levels to improve their Stats and aqquire new Abilities

Skills

Athletics
Intimidation
Labor

Acrobatics
Pilot
Sleight of Hand
Stealth

Endurance

Appraisal
Knowledge (______)
Medicine
Search
Survival
Thievery

Insight
Perception

Bluff
Diplomacy
Investigation
Performance

Might

Agility

Fortitude

Expertise

Will

Charm

Speed
Every character has a movement speed they
use to determine how far they can move in a
single turn. 
A character's Speed starts at 25ft and
goes up by 5ft for every point in Agility. 

Perception
Every character has a maximum distance that
they can hear and see at. 
Characters start with a Perception of 60ft,
and increases by 10ft for every point in
Will and +20ft if Trained in Perception

Skill Training
Characters may receive training in Skills that
they have practiced towards mastery. A
character Increases all rolls for Skills they are
Trained in. 
All characters receive 1 free Skill Training
of their choice at level 1, and gain an
additional Training in any Skill of their
choice for every point in Expertise

Carry Limit
While most gear and gold is considered
weightless, armor & weapons are bulky and
count towards a maximum to what a character
can carry.  Different weapons and armors have
different Carry Values depending on their
weight and size. 
All characters have a Carry Limit of 2, and
inreases by 1 for every point in Might. 

Block
A characters Block is a value that represents
their armored defenses. Whenever a
character takes any damage, they first
subtract their Block value from the
damage before it would reduce their HP

Abilities
All characters have special Abilities that aid them in adventures and allow them to stand out from the rest.
Characters choose a Role at level 1 and gain Abilities from that Role's Career Tree, a branching list of Abilities that
get stronger as a character progresses down the tree. A character can progress down a single career tree.  
Roles also have a catalog of singular Abilities that are weaker than the ones in their career tree, but can be acquired
by all characters.
Characters gain their first Career Ability at level 1 when they choose  their Role Career and gain
additional Career Abilities every odd level ( Lv. 3, 5, 7, 9, etc.).
Characters may acquire Catalog Abilities from any Role every even level (2, 4, 6, 8, etc.)

Advantage 
You gain Advantages when you have the upper
hand or attempting an easy task. 
You gain Disadvantages when you are
disparaged or are attempting a difficult task. 
Advantage and Disadvantages are tallied for
each action and cancel each other out. 
The remaining number is your Advantage Level. 

Playwright Quick Rules

Rolls
Every dice roll is made with the intention of making an action come to life.
All rolls follow the procedure as above, but can be prompted from
different situations
Test- Rolling to make something happen through your own skill
Save - Rolling to avoid something that's about to happen 
Contest - Multiple characters roll to see who is superior

 Declare your action and determine the relevant Stat for it 
 Tally Advantage level 
 Roll 3 d20's, picking the die based on your Advantage level 
 Apply any modifiers from Stats or Abilities
 Compare your final number to the result chart on the left

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Core Rules

Increasing & Decreasing 
For every Advantage Level greater than 1, characters Increase the category of the final Result after all
other calculations are made. This works the same way for an Advantage Level below -1 and
Decreasing Results.
Ex) Advantage Level 2: Character rolls and picks the highest die value due to their positive
Advantage Level. They get a 10, a 'Mixed' Result. They Increase the Result up a category to a 'Success'
due to their additional Advantage. 

The Character


